The 31st Annual CCSC Eastern Regional Conference
October 23-24, 2015: Stockton University, Galloway, New Jersey

The 31st Annual CCSC Eastern Conference will be held at Stockton University in Galloway, NJ in 2015. Stockton University is home to over 8500 undergraduate and graduate students. More than 225 of these are undergraduate Computer Science and Information Systems students. Stockton is located just 12 miles outside of Atlantic City, a one hour drive from Philadelphia, and two hours from NYC; and is situated within over 1600 acres of the Pinelands National Reserve. Stockton University, New Jersey’s Green University®, is committed to sustainability initiatives ranging from green building practices to the use of alternative energy, such as geothermal and solar.

The 2015 CCSC Eastern Conference is designed to promote the exchange of information among educators at all levels of the computing sciences, including 4-year and 2-year colleges as well as sessions of interest to K-12 educators. The conference spans all computing disciplines, including computer science, computational science, information systems, information technology, and beyond; and provides an affordable regional forum for the exchange of ideas and information concerning computing and computing curricula in smaller academic institutions.

The CCSC Eastern Conference welcomes scholarly papers, presentations, workshops, tutorials, and panels on the content, structure, delivery, support, and application context of all areas of computing education. We especially invite submissions on innovative topics and applications that attract and retain students in the computing sciences.

There will be workshops, invited speakers, tutorials, panels, lightning talks, and many sessions for papers. Two exciting activities are planned for students: (a) a student poster session where undergraduate and graduate students will have the opportunity to present research projects on any topic of the computing sciences; and (b) a student team programming competition. Both the student poster session and programming competition will award prizes.

We are looking forward to seeing you there.

Conference Co-Chairs:
Vincent Cicirello (cicirelv@stockton.edu) and Aakash Taneja (tanejaa@stockton.edu)

Papers Chair: Steven Kreutzer (Steven_Kreutzer@bloomfield.edu)

Conference Website: http://www.ccsceastern.org/

Submission Deadline: April 30, 2015
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